This paper presents a variant of the SML module system that introduces a strict distinction between abstract types and manifest types (types whose definitions are part of the module specification), while retaining most of the expressive power of the SML module system. The resulting module system provides much better support for separate compilation.
represent parameterized modules, and function applications to connect modules-all features that cannot be accounted for in the "modules as compilation units" approach. As a consequence of this tension, SML makes no provision for separate compilation.
SML is defined as "an interactive language" [17] 
1.2
The problem with SML modules
The simple approach outlined above turns out to fail, not because it is inherently flawed, but because it exposes a weakness in the SML module system: a module signature does not express all the typing properties that the remainder of the program can assume about the corresponding structure. In other terms, SML signatures are not complete specifications with respect to typing. This is because type specifications in signatures are "transparent": they do not hide the actual type provided by the structure. For inst ante, assume a structure S has a signature z specifying a type component t. Even though the signature does not say anything about the implementation of t, another structure S' can rely on S. t being implemented as some particular type, say, int. If S and S' are not defined in the same compilation unit, the implementation defining S' cannot therefore be typechecked until the implementation defining S has been written: the correspond-ing interface, specifying only structure S : Z, does not suffice to determine whether S' is correct in assuming S. From these remarks, we easily obtain a type inference algorithm which, given an environment E and a module expression m, either returns the most general type of m in E, or fails if m is ill-typed in E. At the level of the core language, it assumes given algorithms to infer the principal type of a value expression and to check equality and subsumption between core type expressions. To keep the encoding simple, the target of the encoding will not be the module system presented in the previous section, but a simpler calculus, closer in syntax to the strong sums calculus, but wit h weak sums and manifest types instead of strong sums. The target calculus accounts for most of the features of our module system except generativity.
The fragment of the target calculus actually used by the translation can easily be encoded into the system of sec- The introduction rules for Z differ accordingly. In S, the second component mz of the pair (a = ml, mz) is typed after textual substitution of c by ml, so that mz can rely on specific implementations of abstract types in ml. In M, only the type of ml, not ml itself, is taken mto account for the typing of mz.
The system M also has subsumption and strengthening rules similar to those of the full module calculus. Strengthening M/m is here defined as: Plus the standard congruence, transitivity and symmetry rules for =, and transitivity y rule for <: We are going to show that any term that is typable in S using only A types is also typable in M using C types.
Moreover, the C types used in the M derivation correspond, in a sense to be made precise below, to the A types used in the S derivation. Hence E k f st (m) N T by rule 7 and transitivity, and we can take C' = r.
(l), rule 1. If E(z) is a C type, we can take C = E(z)
Otherwise, E(x) is a F type and we can take C = E(x)/x.
(l), rule 3. We have A = qt. A'. By induction hypothesis (l),
we have E k m{t + T} : C'{t + T} and~' = A'. We can take C = (% = I-. C'). prove that E, x : Cl k m2 : C2 (4). Consider each occurrence of z substituted by ml in the derivation of (3).
These occurrences correspond to sub-derivations of the format E, E' k ml : C (5) for some E' and C. By uniqueness of typings, we have E, E' $. C z Cl. Hence we can derive E, z : Cl, E' k x : C (6). By substituting (6) for (5) in the derivation of (3) for each occurrence of z, we obtain a derivation of (4).
(l), rule 5. Follows immediately from the induction hypothesis (2). u
Higher-order functors
The expressiveness result above does not extend to higherorder functors. The reason is that higher-order functors are "more polymorphic" in system S than in system M. As demonstrated by the rules above, once kinds are introduced in a type system, it is then straightforward to extend it with manifest types, bounded quantification, or both at the same time. 
